Social Ladder
Teams can join the ladder at any time; they will start at the bottom
of the ladder
Fixtures are created by teams challenging any team up to 3 places
above them on the ladder; if the lower place team wins they
leapfrog the other team in the ladder; if they lose then the teams
keep their positions.
Challenges are made in the order of lowest to highest placed
teams.
Teams can make 2 challenges each week (ie 2 games); 1 before the
session starts and the second after the first round of matches.
You can’t challenge the same team twice in a row.
A challenge may be made against a non-present team and in this
case the challenging team would automatically leapfrog the other
team. The downside of this is they don’t get a game.
If a team is not present for 3 consecutive weeks they drop off the
ladder and have to start again from the bottom if they rejoin.
Games will be 10 minutes straight-through.
Teams can be any make-up of age/gender but minimum age is 11.
Games will be refereed and teams may be asked to provide a ref.
The referee’s decision is final; any persistent foul play or dissent
will be a sin-binning.
Social Touch is strictly minimal contact; hard touches are a penalty.

Weekly Competitions
Each week there will be a competition in age/gender category:
women’s; men’s; over 40s; under 18s; under 14s; mixed (3/3).
Teams will need to register the week before so that the format
schedule can be created.
Games duration and format will depend on # entries, but likely to
be 2 halves of 10 minutes.
Games will be refereed to FIT rules; more strict than social games
but still more lenient than regional tournaments.
The referee’s decision is final; any persistent foul play or dissent
will be a sin-binning.
Touch is strictly minimal contact; hard touches are a penalty.

Training Squads
Introduction to Touch (7:00 – 7:30)
These sessions are aimed at non-Touch players to introduce
the rules and techniques to avoid giving away penalties and
get ball to play with.
Senior Squad (7:00 – 8:30)
This session is aimed at players who want to play in the
regional tournaments or National Touch Series and will focus
on more advance technique and structured tactics.
U18s Squad (7:00 – 8:30)
This session is aimed at U18s players who want to play in
regional tournaments or in the Midlands Junior squad.
U14s Squad (7:00 – 8:00)
This session is aimed at juniors 11 to 14 who want to learn
the rules and basic skills of Touch, with a mix of skills, drills
and short games.
All squads are mixed gender but if there is a desire to have a
women’s/girls’ group then we will look to run that.

